SMART FABRICATION
Capability Statement

OUR EXPERTISE
Smart Fabrication employs more than 60 staff from a vast range of trades and specialised professions. With an
unwavering commitment to training and professional development, Smart Fabrication design and deliver innovative client
solutions by employing experienced and qualified staff, including:




Mechanical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Project Managers





Welding Inspectors
Welding Supervisors
QA/QC Staff





Boilermakers
Pipe Fitters
Welders





Blast & Paint Operators
Mechanical Fitters
Drafts People

OUR SYSTEMS AND ACCREDITATION
Smart Fabrication is certified to ISO 9001 Quality Management Systems (Design, Construction, Maintenance and Site
Welding of Steel Fabricated Products), OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems (equivalent
to AS/NZS 4801:2001) and ISO 14001 - Environmental Management System.
Additional certifications and endorsements held by Smart Fabrication include:





InSkill SA Registration
ASC Pty Ltd Approved Supplier
CM3 Certified
Achilles Certified

OUR ALLIANCES AND MEMBERSHIPS




Australian Pipelines and Gas Association (APGA)
DTC (Defence Teaming Centre)
Engineers Australia – Professional Development Program (PDP) Partner
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OUR CAPABILITY
Smart Fabrication’s core business is in the planning, design, construction and installation of a wide range of piping and
steel fabrication solutions.
Smart Fabrication has demonstrated countless times that the business is capable of completing an extensive array of
complex projects, including the full ‘turnkey solution’. Our core capabilities include:
Steel Fabrication

Smart Fabrication has 15 years’ experience in medium to heavy steel fabrication. We
have designed, manufactured and supplied to oil & gas, defence, water, agriculture,
civil, marine, automotive and mining industries with great success.

Pipe Fabrication

Oil and Gas (25NB – 1200NB up to SCH 160)
Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, Duplex, Super Duplex, Chromoly
Process Piping, Flowlines, Pump Stations, Skids, Containers etc.
Water (25NB – 2200NB)
MSCL, Galvanised, Stainless
Pump Stations, Segmented Bends, Tees, Tie-Ins, Shutdowns etc.

Pressure Vessel Fabrication

Smart Fabrication are capable of handling the full range of carbon steel, quenched and
tempered steel and stainless steel materials to manufacture the pressure vessel you
need.

Site Work

Working self-sufficiently; our site truck or containers are setup for a range of
applications, including: pipe welding, plant installation, or shutdown work.

Engineering

Hydro-Static Testing

From concept to delivery Smart Fabrication has the in-house expertise, experience,
specialist resources and external partners needed to successfully deliver small to large
scale engineering solutions.
In-house hydro-static testing of pipe spools and pressure vessels using best in class
electronic data logging for client peace of mind.
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WHY WE EXIST
At Smart Fabrication we are passionate about achieving quality outcomes and delivering smart solutions to our client’s
needs and challenges. We are a proud Australian piping and specialist fabrication company committed to exceeding
client's expectations by delivering products of the highest quality on time and at a competitive price.
Our business has an outstanding track record of partnering with our clients to deliver results in all facets of engineering;
from quoting and designing to fabricating and painting. We take great pride in our work and are firmly committed to
delivering impressive results for our clients every time.
Our commitment to clients, our competitive pricing, and our proven ability to think laterally places Smart Fabrication at
the forefront of the engineering and metal fabrication industries.

“Our focus is on getting the job done, on time, within budget, to the highest standards”

Client Satisfaction Survey
Likely to recommend Smart Fab to a colleague?
Experience with the staff?
Timeliness of Smart Fabrication's delivery?
Pricing?
Quality of products and services?
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Clients surveyed in 2013 / 2014 including companies such as Enerflex Process, ASC, Santos, AGL, DPTI, Hitachi, Contract Resources etc.
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THE WAY WE DO THINGS
Smart Fabrication achieves high quality outcomes for our clients through a constant focus on continuous improvement,
quality work practices and investing in the ongoing training and professional development of our experienced staff. This
is how we do things and what we stand for, and this is our commitment to our clients.

OUR VISION
To be the preferred supplier of piping and steel fabrication solutions.
OUR MISSION
We don’t do average! We deliver first-rate solutions. We employ classleading expertise. It’s not just what we do, but how we do it.

OUR VALUES
We do the right thing, every time Honest
We’re forward thinking to
remain ahead of the pack

Efficient
Progressive

We aim to do better today,
what we did yesterday

Outstanding We don’t do average!
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OUR CLIENTS
Smart Fabrication has 15 years experience in partnering with clients to design and deliver steel fabrication solutions.
Some of our clients include:
- AGL
- Santos
- ASC (formerly Aust. Sub Corp)
- APA Group
- AWD (Air Warfare Destroyer)
- Epic Energy
- Babcock
- Enerflex Process
- SA Water
- Thiess
- DPTI
- McConnell Dowell
- LEED Engineering & Construction
- John Holland
- Hitachi
- EDI Downer
- UGL

KEY PROJECTS
A small cross section of Smart Fabrication projects are listed below:







Enerflex Process:
- Fabrication of Unit Piping for Moomba Compression Station ($3.5-4m)
- Welding of carbon and stainless pipe spools (from 25NB SCH 10 to 600NB SCH 160)
Santos
- Jackson Infrastructure Upgrade, Tirrawarra Oil Pump Upgrade, Crusinier MPV Spools, Cross Lease Spools,
MBL Fuel Gas Pipeline, Psyche Pipework, CIEP etc.
North South Interconnection System Project (NSISP):
- On-site pipe welding (over 25km of DN600 – DN1000 MSCL Pipe)
- Spool fabrication (approximately 700 spools DN25 – DN1500 SS & MSCL Pipe)
SA Water:
- Adelaide Desalination Plant Project
- River Torrens Aqueduct Pipeline Project
- Glenelg to Adelaide Parklands Reuse Project.
ASC Pty Ltd (Australian Submarine Corporation):
- Submarine Propeller Platforms, Testing Jig
- Water Passivation Unit
- Diesel Engine Cradles & Lifting Jigs

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
“Smart Fab has been preferred
supplier to John Holland throughout
the NSISP project because of their
ability to respond and the consistent
quality.”

John Holland

“Smart Fabrication has been the preferred suppliers to Leed
Engineering & Construction for several years. We have found
them to be a very professional, innovative and safe company
to deal with.”

Leed Engineering & Construction

“I would like to pass on my thanks to you and the rest of the Smartfab team for all the hard work and
persistence on the Moomba Compression Project. Throughout the project your team carried out the works
in a professional manner and ultimately provided a product which was fully compliant to our specifications
and applicable codes.
There were a number of issues encountered which were not Smartfab’s doing however the support shown
in resolving these issues when they occurred was greatly appreciated. On the back of our first experience
working together we look forward to executing future works together.”

“Smart Fab have now
established themselves as an
experienced fabricator.
With a strong focus on
customer service and
commitment to ensuring a high
quality product, they have
proven themselves capable of
delivering small and large scale
projects alike.”

APA Group

Enerflex Process
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KEY PEOPLE
Simon Kennedy - Managing Director
Qualifications: Advanced Certificate IV in Engineering . Advanced Diploma of Management.
Responsible Officer Training. Business Owners Coaching Program.
Simon Kennedy is the founder and Managing Director of Smart Fabrication. Simon has driven
and overseen the growth of the business and the development of long-term client
relationships. Simon has led a wide range of system improvements and was instrumental in
the Smart Fabrication Quality System being certified under the ISO 9001:2008 standard.

Emilio De Stefano - General Manager
Qualifications: MEng, BEng (Hons), BMgmt, MIEAust, CPEng, MIET
Emilio brings 7 years of defence industry experience to Smart Fabrication. He has substantial
engineering, engineering management, project management and leadership experience. Prior to
commencing his role with Smart Fabrication in early 2012, Emilio worked for Tenix Defence
and BAE Systems Australia in various electrical engineering, systems engineering, project
management and leadership roles. Emilio is also Chair of the Institution of Engineering &
Technology (IET) South Australia & Northern Territory (SA&NT) Local Network.

John McLachlan – Director, Operations
Qualifications: Certificate IV in Engineering (Boilermaking),
Cert IV in Business Management, Diploma of Business
John has been an integral part of the Smart Fabrication team since its inception and has
worked with Simon Kennedy for over 30 years in the oil and gas, piping and structural
fabrication industry.

Kerry Humphreys – Director, Health, Safety, Environment & Quality (HSEQ)
Qualifications: Certificate IV in Engineering (Boilermaking), Welding Inspection Certificate.
Kerry has over 35 years of experience in the fabrication and welding industry having
previously worked in a vast range of location ranging from the Australian desert to
South/North America and Southeast Asia. Over the last 25 years Kerry has undertaken the
roles of Welding Inspector, Quality Control Welding Manager, Maintenance Coordinator,
Welding Supervisor, and Quality Assurance Manager.

Martin Hogan - Senior Engineer
Qualifications: BEng(Mech), Dip Marine Eng, MIEAust.
Martin has worked in the engineering, heavy manufacturing, marine, and offshore oil and gas
industries for over 35 years and has worked in Japan, Indonesia, the USA and Europe. Martin
has held roles as a Shipbuilding Specialist (ASC Shipbuilding & Evaluation of the Air Warfare
Destroyer (AWD) F105 design data), Lead Technical Advisor (procurement of major
shipboard equipment), and Marine Surveyor (S.A. Department of Transport & Periodic
Surveying of Commercial Vessels to ensure class and statutory compliance).
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FACILITIES
PORT ADELAIDE
44 Moorhouse Road, Port Adelaide, SA, 5015.
-

30,000m², [6,000m² of undercover workshop area].
9,000m² of on-site storage areas
5 x slips for up to 1500 tonne vessels, over 170m of water frontage

ISLINGTON
320 Churchill Rd, Kilburn SA 5084
- 3,500m² of undercover workshop area.
- 4 overhead cranes along full extent of workshop [2 x 25ton, 2 x 15ton]
- 3 x 1200A Submerged Arc Machines
- 4m x 18m Concrete Bay for on-site NDT (X-ray and Gamma)
- 4m x 12m Concrete Bay for on-site Hydro-Static Testing

OUR DETAILS
P: (08) 8240 1876

E: sales@smartfab.com.au

W:

www.smartfab.com.au
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